Optical properties of single-layer and bilayer arsenene phases
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An extensive investigation of the optical properties of single-layer buckled and washboard arsenene and their bilayers was performed, starting from layered three-dimensional crystalline phase of arsenic using density functional and many-body perturbation theories combined with random phase approximation. Electron-hole interactions were taken into account by solving the Bethe-Salpeter equation, suggesting first bound exciton energies on the order of 0.7 eV. Thus, many-body effects were found to be crucial for altering the optical properties of arsenene. The light absorption of single-layer and bilayer arsenene structures in general falls within the visible-ultraviolet spectral regime. Moreover, directional anisotropy, varying the number of layers, and applying homogeneous or uniaxial in-plane tensile strain were found to modify the optical properties of two-dimensional arsenene phases, which could be useful for diverse photovoltaic and optoelectronic applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The intriguing structural, electronic, and optical properties of many two-dimensional (2D) materials similar to graphene such as the transition-metal dichalcogenides [1–3], group IV elements [4,5], and group III-V based 2D materials [6–8] have motivated further research for new discoveries. Owing to its attractive intrinsic properties such as high carrier mobility, direct band gap, and superior optical properties, phosphorene has been widely in focus [9–12]. The layered black and blue phosphorus with band gaps suitable for 2D electronics have initiated the search for similar structures in other group V elements or pnictogens. In general, the recent theoretical works have predicted that nitrogen [13], phosphorus [14], arsenic [15], antimony [16,17], and bismuth [18] can form similar single-layer, buckled honeycomb or washboard structures.

Diverse allotropes of arsenene have been studied more with a focus on their structural, mechanical, and electronic properties, where arsenene and antimonene were also found to display high carrier mobility, superior mechanical properties, negative Poisson’s ratio, and possible topological phase transition features in themselves [19–27]. The layered three-dimensional (3D) phase of arsenic, i.e., gray arsenic, presents strong evidence that single-layer arsenic can exist as a local minima in the Born-Oppenheimer surface. In fact, Kamal and Ezawa [15], based on density functional theory (DFT) calculations [28], achieved optimizing single layers of buckled honeycomb (b-As), as well as of washboard (w-As) structures of arsenic, named as arsenene. They also showed that these structures are stable against the long-wavelength displacements indicating the stability at T = 0 K. The semiconducting character having a band gap in the range of 1.5–2.10 eV and other properties of arsenene have attracted considerable interest in flexible 2D nanoelectronics, optoelectronics, photocatalytic applications, and nanomaterial fabrication. Now, efforts have focused to synthesize these phases [29].

This paper presents a comprehensive analysis of the optical properties of single-layer (SL) b-As and w-As and their bilayers (BL) in equilibrium and under uniaxial and biaxial tensile strain. The analysis is extended to 3D gray arsenic to reveal the dimensionality effects. Based on random phase approximation (RPA), we calculated the imaginary part of the frequency-dependent dielectric function [ε2(ω)] as a function of the photon energy hω for lateral x, y, and specular z directions. Also, the variation of ε2(ω) with applied biaxial and uniaxial strain ε was considered. These calculations were carried out in terms of the electronic structure calculated by standard DFT methods and corrected by state-of-the-art techniques such as hybrid functionals and many-body perturbation theory. In addition, we calculated the absorbance, imaginary optical conductivity, optical absorption coefficient, and electron energy loss spectrum for SL, BL, and 3D gray arsenic for incident light polarization along different directions. Finally, the Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE) is solved to include the electron-hole interactions, hence, the excitonic effects are taken into account by comprising the many-body effects.

The main outcomes of this study can be summarized as follows: (i) The optical response of single-layer arsenene phases is found to be particularly prominent over the solar regime, comprising a window within the visible and ultraviolet (UV) light range. (ii) 2D form of arsenic is an optically anisotropic material, similar to the aforementioned phosphorene. (iii) Advancing first-principles methods, going from PBE-RPA to G0W0-RPA, the optical absorption spectra of SL arsenene were blue-shifted. (iv) The optical properties of layered arsenene are both thickness and tensile strain sensitive. (v) Significant exciton binding energy of SL arsenene phases is revealed.

II. METHOD

Electronic structure calculations, which are the preliminary step in our study, were performed in order to investigate the ground-state properties of 3D arsenic and 2D arsenene phases, namely b-As and w-As and their bilayer structures, within spin-polarized DFT. The projector-augmented-wave
Efficient light absorber materials are required for various photovoltaic and optoelectronic applications to operate over a wide energy window, which demand appropriate optical gap of that material. Since monolayer phases of arsenene were found to be promising due to their indirect and direct band gaps which are resonant with the vicinity of the solar regime, their optical properties were vastly investigated in this study.

Similar to the electronic structure calculations presented beforehand, we undertook the approach of employing gradually advancing first-principles methodologies in order to compute the linear optical response of SL and BL arsenene phases.

### IV. OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF ARSENENE PHASES

Efficient light absorber materials are required for various photovoltaic and optoelectronic applications to operate over a wide energy window, which demand appropriate optical gap of that material. Since monolayer phases of arsenene were found to be promising due to their indirect and direct band gaps which are resonant with the vicinity of the solar regime, their optical properties were vastly investigated in this study.

Similar to the electronic structure calculations presented beforehand, we undertook the approach of employing gradually advancing first-principles methodologies in order to compute the linear optical response of SL and BL arsenene phases.
All calculations were performed without the inclusion of spin-orbit coupling (SOC) effects since the change in the optical properties of arsenene were observed to be negligible (see Supplemental Material for details [53]). The (QP)\(G_0W_0\)-RPA method was also applied on SL arsenene, where in the final section BSE on top of the (QP)\(G_0W_0\) approach was undertaken in order to account for the electron-hole interactions. Aside from aiming at acquiring accurately the optical response of SL arsenene structures, we also report how the optical properties are altered once the layer number is increased, in comparison to the properties of layered 3D As.

The optical absorption spectra are presented for the buckled and washboard SL and BL arsenene structures, either with incident light polarized perpendicular to the \(c\) axis (i.e., polarized along \(x\) or \(y\) directions) or parallel to the \(c\) axis (i.e., polarized along the \(z\) direction), for advancing levels of computational methods, starting from PBE, followed by HSE and (QP)\(G_0W_0\) calculations. See Fig. 1 for visualization of the \(x, y, z\) directions and \(a, b, c\) lattice vectors.

A. Optical properties of single-layer arsenene

The \(\varepsilon_2(\omega)\) of SL \(b\)-As is displayed in Fig. 2, with PBE, HSE, and \(G_0W_0\)-RPA spectra given altogether on the same graph. Accordingly, in general the optical absorption takes place within the spectral range of 2–8 eV for the light polarized along \(x\) and \(y\) directions and from 4 to 9 eV for the \(z\) direction. As for the PBE-RPA spectrum, the interband optical absorption has an onset prior to 2 eV, in compliance with the (non-SOC) band gap of \(\sim 1.60\) eV, where the direct gap was found as 1.94 eV. The HSE-RPA approach blue-shifts the PBE-RPA spectrum uniformly by nearly 0.5 eV, owing to its band gap of 2.25 eV. Furthermore, \(G_0W_0\)-RPA spectrum onset is blue-shifted to \(\sim 2.6\) eV. The \(G_0W_0\)-RPA imaginary dielectric function points to the main absorption peak focused in the range of 4–6 eV. The prominent optical absorption features within this range are mainly dominated by the interband transitions beyond 4 eV at the \(M\) high-symmetry point [54]. Hence, in regard to \(b\)-As, the optical absorption phenomenon is noteworthy within the visible to UV light range. Regarding the case where light is polarized along \(z\), the main peak is observed near 6.2 and 7.6 eV for the PBE- and \(G_0W_0\)-RPA calculations, respectively. In general, the line shape of the spectra is preserved among the different methodologies.

The anisotropy along the directions of \(a\) and \(b\) lattice vectors within the washboard lattice is significant also regarding its optical properties, as shown in Fig. 3. Absorption onset appears earlier for \(w\)-As than \(b\)-As, for light polarized along the \(x\) direction. The \(G_0W_0\)-RPA spectrum possesses an onset beyond 1 eV. The highly anisotropic nature of the washboard structure resembles another member of group V, phosphorene, which is renown for its anisotropic properties, direct band gap, and pseudo-one-dimensional (pseudo-1D) excitonic features [11,55]. While polarization along the \(y\) direction for \(w\)-As and \(b\)-As allows for the light absorption as of the end of visible spectrum towards the UV range, it is absorbent along the \(x\) direction earlier in the spectrum, across all of the visible light range. The \(G_0W_0\)-RPA spectrum onset falls prior to 3 eV, absorption extending toward 7 eV. In general, the light absorption is pronounced in the width range of 4–6 eV for \(x\) and \(y\) polarizations [see Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)]. Moreover, the direct band gaps computed using PBE and HSE, found as 0.90 and 1.58 eV, are especially in compliance with their respective absorption onsets in \(\varepsilon_2(\omega)\). Aside from the smallest direct transitions in its band structure, significant interband transitions beyond 3.3 eV are noteworthy around \(S\) high-symmetry point [54] within \(w\)-As, leading to the strong optical peaks. In addition, for light polarized along \(z\), the absolute position of the main peak of the HSE and \(G_0W_0\)-RPA spectra is concentrated near 6.7 eV [see Fig. 3(c)].

It is worth mentioning that especially the \(\varepsilon_{xx}(\omega)\) component of the imaginary dielectric function of \(w\)-As points to a wide energy window of absorption, which can be a good basis for the design of optical modulator and photovoltaic and optoelectronic materials/devices. Moreover, for both of the SL arsenene structures, when light is polarized along the \(x\) or \(y\) direction, the common attribute is that light is substantially absorbed between nearly 4 and 7 eV, displaying concentrated peaks within the limits of this spectral range.

B. Strain-dependent optical properties

The optical properties of SL As phases were also investigated under the applied in-plane tensile strain. Biaxial strain applied to SL \(b\)-As expands the lattice uniformly as introduced in Ref. [54]. The optical response to the uniform lattice expansion is expressed homogeneously in terms of
FIG. 3. The optical absorption spectra of SL w-As: imaginary dielectric function $\varepsilon_2(\omega)$ of SL w-As with light polarized (a) along the $x$ direction $\parallel a$ lattice vector, (b) along the $y$ direction $\parallel b$ lattice vector, and (c) along the $z$ direction. $G_0W_0$-RPA spectra are denoted by blue dotted lines, HSE-RPA by orange squared lines, and PBE-RPA results are shown by bold black lines.

The optical response to uniaxial or biaxial tensile strain red-shifts the imaginary dielectric function at uniform incremental intervals. This phenomenon is observed both in b-As and w-As (when strain applied along lattice vector $b$ for the latter). For $w$-As, the rigid shifts in $\text{Im}[\varepsilon_{xx}(\omega)]$ and $\text{Im}[\varepsilon_{yy}(\omega)]$ are more evident when strain is applied along the $a$ and $b$ axes, respectively. In contrast, when strain is applied along the $a$ axis, the optical response along the $x$ direction is opposite to what is generally observed otherwise. The band-gap closing pattern is repeated also for $\varepsilon_2(\omega)$ as the onsets are red-shifted to 0 at high levels of strain. These phenomena are related with the variation of the band gap [54], as the direct band gaps of buckled and washboard (for uniaxial strain along $b$) arsenene phases globally decrease under increasing levels of in-plane tensile strain, in contrast to the $a$-axis strain component of $w$-As. While the aforementioned red-shift in the optical absorption onset of the buckled phase is nearly 1 eV upon 9% tensile strain, the onset blue-shift of the washboard...
phase introduced by 11% strain applied along $a$ is around 0.6 eV.

C. Layer-dependent optical properties

The intensity of $\varepsilon_2(\omega)$ for the bilayer phases has increased, for light polarized along the $x$ and $y$ directions; see Figs. 5 and 6 for the absorption spectra of buckled and washboard structures, respectively. It is worth noting that the increase in absorption intensity of BL $w$-As is more pronounced with respect to the buckled phase. The comparison to bulk (gray) arsenic is shown by a ghost plot in gray color, which is scaled accordingly. The onsets of absorption have not been altered significantly arising from the negligible difference of the SL and BL band gaps, although this is not valid for the $z$ direction, pointing to a prominent red-shift with respect to the single-layer spectra, hence, an earlier absorption within the visible regime. The lower-frequency absorption of bulk As can be attributed to its metallic properties, especially to the presence of intraband transitions and collective excitations. While there is significant optical absorption in the visible range, it seems to damp toward 4 eV. In summary, when considering the layered structures of arsenic from the aspect of optical applications, the respective
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**FIG. 5.** The optical absorption spectra of bilayer buckled arsenene. Imaginary dielectric function $\varepsilon_2(\omega)$ of BL $b$-As with light polarized (a) along the $x$ and $y$ directions and (b) along the $z$ direction. PBE-RPA spectra of bilayer $b$-As are shown in blue lines, in comparison to that of SL $b$-As in black. Furthermore, $\varepsilon_2(\omega)$ of 3D gray As spectrum is shown in the background (intensity of spectrum is scaled accordingly for each case for the sake of comparison.)
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**FIG. 6.** The optical absorption spectra of bilayer washboard arsenene. Imaginary dielectric function $\varepsilon_2(\omega)$ of BL $w$-As with light polarized (a) along the $x$ direction, (b) along the $y$ direction, and (c) along the $z$ direction. PBE-RPA spectra of bilayer $w$-As are shown in orange lines, in comparison to that of SL $w$-As in brown. Furthermore, $\varepsilon_2(\omega)$ of 3D gray As spectrum is shown in the background (intensity of spectrum is scaled accordingly for each case for the sake of comparison.)

spectra suggest enhanced properties within the visible and UV light range, in comparison to gray arsenic.

The layer-dependent absorbance of SL and BL As structures is also calculated and shown in Figs. 7 and 8 for the buckled and washboard phases, respectively. First, the layer-dependent absorbance is observed to increase upon increasing the number of layers, for $x$ and $y$ directions, $\sim$twice up to 50%–60%. Although gray arsenic’s optical spectra display considerable differences from those of the few-layered phases, there is a relevant comparability in the sense of the line shape of the absorption coefficient spectrum. Additional optical absorption spectra (such as the optical conductivity, absorption coefficient, and electron energy loss) of SL, BL, and bulk
As were calculated which we hope would be useful for applied research of the optoelectronic properties of group V 2D materials (see Supplemental Material [53]).

In summary, we report that the optical absorption is substantially red-shifted when the layer number is increased, for light polarized along the $z$ direction for both $b$-As and $w$-As, approaching the absorption spectrum of bulk As. Moreover, absorbance, which is a layer-dependent property, is enhanced for bilayer systems. A clear message that can be derived until now is that the wide energy window of absorption offered by tuning the number of layers and applying tensile strain can be utilized for various optoelectronic applications.

V. EXCITONIC EFFECTS

The electron-hole interactions within SL $b$- and $w$-As are considered by employing the BSE, in order to calculate their many-body optical properties, as shown in Fig. 9. Accordingly, $b$-As reveals a sharp feature in its $G_0 W_0$-BSE spectrum, especially around 3.2 eV, where the optical gap appears beyond 2.2 eV. It can be recalled that the prominent interband transitions, aside from the direct gap of $b$-As, occur also around the $\Gamma$ point beyond $\sim 4$ eV, that are influential on the strong peak in the $G_0 W_0$-BSE spectrum. However, the sharp absorption peak still falls beyond the quasiparticle indirect band gap of 2.64 eV. Moreover, the direct quasiparticle $G_0 W_0$ gap of $b$-As was computed as 3.27 eV. According to the $G_0 W_0$-BSE calculation for the buckled phase, the first peak appears at 2.57 eV, followed by a second smaller peak at 2.87 eV. Although both buckled and washboard phases have indirect band gaps, their corresponding direct gaps are shown by red vertical lines in Fig. 9. In order to identify the exciton binding energies, the vertical transitions are considered to account for the electron-hole interactions, which require taking the direct band gaps as reference. Hence, the exciton binding energy ($E_b$) of the first peak in $b$-As is estimated to be around 700 meV. The smaller second peak suggests a binding energy of nearly 400 meV. Finally, for the $w$-As case, especially for polarization along the $y$ direction, one observes a distinguished peak near 3 eV. In reference to the quasiparticle direct band gap of 1.83 eV, there is no significant hint of a bound exciton for $w$-As along the $y$ direction since the main peak is blue-shifted quite beyond.
the quasiparticle gap of $w$-As. When incident light polarized along the $x$ direction, on the other hand, a small shoulder structure in $G_0 W_0$-BSE absorption spectrum is observed near 1.1 eV, followed by a second shoulder near 1.4 eV and fairly pronounced spectral weight near 1.58 eV, prior to the band gap. The difference between the direct band gap and the first peak is hence $\sim$730 meV. The peak feature slightly to the right-hand side of the shoulder points to a smaller binding of $\sim$250 meV.

The exciton binding energies of SL arsenene phases are hence comparable to those of few 2D semiconductors, which are on the order of a few hundred meV. Similar or slightly smaller exciton binding energies are given for MoS$_2$, WS$_2$, and WSe$_2$, which reveal $E_b$ as $450$–$500$ meV theoretically and $400$–$700$ meV experimentally [56–59], as well as phosphorene (0.70–0.80 eV) [11,60]. Yet, $E_b$ of SL arsenene structures is fairly smaller than that of 2D MoS$_2$ (1.1 eV) [61]. To the best of our knowledge, no experimental or theoretical evidence of exciton binding in single-layer arsenene is available in the literature, apart from Ref. [62], which reports the exciton binding energy of bilayer arsenene as $\sim$500 meV. When combined with our results, this indicates that $E_b$ will decrease upon increasing the number of layers.

The aforementioned anisotropy of the optical properties of $w$-As is revealed once again regarding its excitonic properties for the different polarizations. Moreover, the line-shape difference between the $G_0 W_0$-BSE and $G_0 W_0$-RPA spectra is more drastic for the buckled structure than its washboard counterpart. In summary, for the buckled and one of the polarization directions of the washboard phase, SL arsenene possesses at least two bound excitons. For light polarized along the $y$ direction, $w$-As is found more eligible for continuous absorption across the solar spectrum. Hence, the anisotropy and variety in the structures of layered arsenene are also pronounced regarding their excitonic properties. The large modifications in the many-body optical properties of arsenene could allow for diverse photovoltaic and optoelectronic applications.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The arsenene phases have fundamental band gaps in the energy range which are suitable for 2D optoelectronic applications at room temperature. Additionally, width of the band gap, as well as the direct/indirect character, can be tuned by the number of layers and by applying biaxial and uniaxial expansive strain. Eventually, closing of the band gap and/or application of tensile strain can lead to insulator-metal transition for the layered arsenene phases [54]. In light of the electronic structure calculations, the strain- and layer-dependent optical properties of arsenene phases were computed by using state-of-the-art many-body first-principles methods. Due to the differing band gaps of SL $b$-As and $w$-As structures, their optical absorption onsets are also different. While the optical spectra usually point to an absorption within the visible-UV spectrum, the anisotropy of the washboard structure is noteworthy for functionalizing the optical properties of SL and BL arsenene. A systematical blue-shift of the optical absorption spectrum going from PBE to HSE to (QP) $G_0 W_0$ calculations within RPA has been observed. Furthermore, the layer-dependent absorbance increased as the layer number was raised. Also, the biaxial and uniaxial in-plane tensile strains usually red-shifted the optical spectra, except for strain applied along rectangular lattice vector $a$ of $w$-As.

Finally, the optical response of SL As was substantially affected by accounting for the electron-hole interactions. Approximate first-exciton binding energies of $b$-As and $w$-As for the $y$ direction are estimated to be on the order of 700 meV. The directional dependence of the many-body optical properties is also observed for the BSE calculations of SL arsenene. In summary, the band gap, optical absorption onset, and exciton binding energies can be tuned by either adding more layers, polarizing light along differing directions in the lattice, or applying strain.
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